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Abstract. We develop and analyze algorithms for propagating updates by mobile hosts in wireless client–server
environments that support disconnected write operations, with the goal of minimizing the tuning time for update
propagation to the server. These algorithms allow a mobile host to update cached data objects while disconnected
and propagate the updates to the server upon reconnection for conﬂict resolutions. We investigate two algorithms
applicable to mobile systems in which invalidation reports/data can be broadcast to mobile hosts periodically.
We show that there exists an optimal broadcasting period under which the tuning time is minimized for update
propagations. We perform a comparative analysis between these two update propagation algorithms that rely on
broadcasting data and an algorithm that does not, and identify conditions under which an algorithm should be
applied to reduce the total tuning time for update propagation by the mobile user to save the valuable battery power
and avoid high communication cost. For real-time applications, we address the tradeoff between tuning time and
access time with the goal to select the best update propagation algorithm that can minimize the tuning time while
satisfyingtheimposedreal-timedeadlineconstraint.Theanalysisresultisapplicabletoﬁle/dataobjectsthatmobile
users may need to modify while on the move.
Keywords: wireless mobile systems, data broadcasting, disconnected operations, performance analysis, mobile
client–server systems
1. Introduction
A mobile host (MH) performing read/write operations to a remote server can voluntarily
disconnectitselffromtheservertosaveitsbatterylifeandavoidhighcommunicationpricesin
wireless networks. Before disconnection, the MH can prefetch into its local cache frequently-
used objects of various formats based on the MH’s speciﬁcation or the past access history
[1]. During disconnection, the MH accesses these prefetched objects locally. When the MH
is reconnected to the system, the updates to the cached objects can be reintegrated back to
the server to resolve conﬂicts with updates performed by the server (from other sites). In
the literature, the three phases of supporting disconnected operations are termed hoarding,
disconnection and reintegration [2, 3], respectively.
Over the past few years, various algorithms have been proposed to support disconnected
operations in wireless mobile environments in these three phases [4, 5, 6, 2, 7, 8]. However,
mostexistingalgorithmsassumeread-onlyoperationsduringdisconnection.Tosupportobject
write/create operations during disconnection, the Caubweb project [8] proposes modifying
contemporary web browers/servers. The basic idea is to support disconnected updates via228 I.-R. Chen et al.
a client proxy running on the MH side to cache staging updates while disconnected, and
a script running on the server to accept requests from the client proxy upon reconnection.
ARTour Web Express [4] and ROVER [9] both allow staging updates to be incrementally and
asynchronously ﬂushed back to the server to support intermittent or weak connections. The
BAYOU system [10] proposes the notion of application-speciﬁc conﬂict resolution to allow
application-speciﬁc merge algorithms to be applied when update conﬂicts are detected. Coda
[7, 11] also provides mechanisms to resolve update conﬂicts upon reintegration to support
disconnected operations on ﬁles.
None of these systems above addresses the issue of when a disconnected MH should be
reconnected to the server. In our previous work [12], we developed a multiple web-page
update propagation algorithm for supporting disconnected write operations in the context
of web applications to address this issue. We identiﬁed when a disconnected MH should
be reconnected to the server (after the prefetch phase) to propagate the web-page updates
so that the system’s performance in terms of the communication cost is optimized during
the reintegration phase. The algorithm developed assumes that a MH communicates with its
server on-demand via a service channel regardless of if the server may periodically broadcast
informationtoallMHsregardingthevalidityofcacheddataobjects.Inthispaper,wepresenta
modiﬁed version of this web-page update propagation algorithm to deal with general ﬁle/data
objectsforsupportingdisconnectedoperations.Throughoutthepaperwewillcallitthe“Query
on Reconnection” or QOR algorithm for short.
In cases where the server can periodically broadcast invalidation reports containing infor-
mation regarding objects having recently been updated using a broadcast channel, the QOR
algorithm may incur unnecessary costs since the MH can read the invalidation report and/or
changed objects from the broadcast channel to know whether its cached objects are still valid
before propagating updates to the server.
The use of broadcast to disseminate data in wireless networks [13, 14, 15, 16] has received
considerable attention due to the desirable scalability property to allow a large population of
mobile users to concurrently read data broadcast by the server in the air. The general model is
wellknownandtherehasbeenextensiveanalysisofbroadcastchannelsandwhethertheserver
should broadcast only invalidation reports or additionally should also broadcast changed data
objects [17, 18]. Most of the work concerns with the organization of broadcast data, i.e., when
and how to broadcast particular data objects such that the access time for data retrieval (the
responsetimefordataaccess)frombroadcastsisminimized.Furthermore,mostworkassumes
read-only access by the MH with updates being performed at the server.
Datta et al. [13] proposed to dynamically alter the broadcast content depending on the pat-
ternsofclientdemand.Inadditiontotheaccesstimeperformancemetric,theyalsoproposedto
usethetuningtime(thedurationoftimeaMHactivelylistens)tomeasurepowerconservation
of a MH. To minimize the tuning time, Tan et al. [15] proposed two algorithms that exploit
selective tuning, namely, Selective Dual-Report Cache Invalidation and Bit-Sequences with
Bit Count. To facilitate the invalidation of cache contents, a server can periodically broadcast
cache invalidation reports that contain information regarding data objects that have been up-
dated in the last w broadcasting interval, with w being a design parameter. Kahol et al. [16]
proposedanalgorithmcalledAsynchronousStateful(AS)thatusesasynchronousinvalidation
messages and buffering of invalidation messages from the servers at the mobile host’s Home
Location Cache to support disconnection. Recently, prototypes based on data broadcasting to
mobile devices have been developed and reported in the literature. Liebmann et al. [19] at
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that integrates push-based data dissemination with pull-based data requests where a back-
end server broadcasts data requested to all edge devices instead of replying directly to the
initiating devices. DaSilva et al. [20] at Virginia Tech developed a prototype based on UDP
broadcastingtoiPAQdevicesforastock-quoteapplicationtoempiricallyanalyzeperformance
characteristics of ﬂat versus indexed disk structure in broadcast-based database services and
to demonstrate the scalability property.
While the issue of supporting disconnected write operations was not addressed by these
papers, we draw upon the existing work in utilizing the same set of performance metrics (i.e.,
tuning time and access time with a different context – see Section 2.5) and designing update
propagation algorithms based on the way broadcast data are organized and retrieved by a MH.
Then we apply similar analysis methods adjusted to evaluate update propagation algorithms
proposed for mobile wireless systems with data broadcasting capabilities. The novel aspect
of our work is that we address the issue of how to support disconnected write operations
by means of update propagations in the reintegration phase in systems with data broadcasting
capabilitywiththegoaltominimizethetuningtime.Forreal-timeapplications,weaddressthe
tradeoffbetweentuningtimeandaccesstimewiththegoaltoselectthebestupdatepropagation
algorithm that can minimize the tuning time while satisfying the imposed real-time deadline
constraint.
Another group of work [21, 22] focused on transaction processing in mobile broadcast-
based data dissemination systems. However, the bulk of research has been on the design of
concurrencycontrolalgorithmsforefﬁcientprocessingofread-onlytransactionsatthemobile
clients. Lately, the work by Lee et al. [21] considered the design of algorithms to support
update transactions performed by mobile clients. To some extent, the transaction processing
algorithm presented in their work can be applied to support update propagations of a group
of prefetched data items as a set of update transactions since an update transaction performed
by a MH can be structured to contain only a single write operation on a data item. Their
algorithm, however, deals mainly with the goal of efﬁcient processing of online concurrent
mobile transactions to detect early data conﬂicts and avoid transaction aborts and thus does
not provide efﬁcient supports for disconnected operations. Our work deals speciﬁcally with
disconnected operations for data objects without transactional semantics, with the goal of
minimizing the total time to propagate updates of all objects from the MH to the server so as
to minimize the communication cost and save the MH’s valuable battery power.
Inthispaper,wedeveloptwoupdatepropagationalgorithmsapplicabletosystemswithdata
broadcasting mechanisms to support disconnected operations. The ﬁrst algorithm facilitates
cache invalidation through the use of invalidation reports. We call it the “Invalidation Only”
or INV algorithm. The second algorithm uses both invalidation reports and data broadcasting.
We call it the “Invalidation Plus Broadcasting” or I + B algorithm. We compare these two
algorithms with the QOR algorithm and for each algorithm we answer the questions of: (1)
when to propagate and (2) how much access time and tuning time would be required to
propagate a set of objects prefetched by a MH for supporting disconnected operations. The
analysis result is useful for a MH to select the best update propagation algorithm to apply in
order to minimize the tuning time when given a set of identiﬁed conditions. Here we note that
even in the presence of data broadcasting, the MH does not necessarily have to read data from
the broadcast if it discovers that the QOR algorithm will yield the best access or tuning time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the system assumptions with
asystemmodel.Section3describesalgorithmsQOR,INVandI+Bdevelopedforsupporting
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used to assess the performance of these algorithms. Section 4 develops analytical models
and shows numerical data to compare the performances of these three algorithms and identify
conditionsunderwhichonealgorithmperformsthebestamongall.Italsoanalyzesthetradeoff
between tuning time and access time in these algorithms and illustrates how to apply the
analysis results to select the best algorithm that can minimize the tuning time while satisfying
a real-time deadline constraint. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines possible
future research areas deriving from this work.
2. System Model
2.1. ASSUMPTIONS
We assume that a number of objects will be prefetched and stored in the MH’s cache during
theprefetchingphase.Someoftheseobjectsareread-only,whileothersmaybeupdatedbythe
MH during the disconnection phase if needed to facilitate distributed authoring. We assume
that a prefetching policy exists to determine which objects are to be prefetched, e.g., based on
a prediction algorithm [6].
We assume that for each object, the MH also obtains from the server some update history
information in terms of a general parameter, i.e., the update rate of that object by all users of
the system. This information can be collected by the server readily by monitoring the update
history of the object. For a cached object i,w edenote this parameter as λw
i .I naddition, we
assume that the MH has some idea of how often it is going to perform updates on each cached
object. For each cached object i,w ecall this parameter as λi.F or read-only cached objects,
λi = 0.
We assume that the server is located somewhere in the ﬁxed network and is not moved
duringasession.AMHcommunicateswiththeserverviaanintelligentservergatewaylocated
on the ﬁxed network, e.g., it can be just the base station. Further, the communication time on
the ﬁxed network is negligibly small compared with that on the wireless link. This assumption
is justiﬁed for future high-speed wired networks. We assume that the differencing technique
is used between the server gateway and the MH to propagate updates. That is, instead of
transmitting the whole object from/to the client/server gateway, only the differences between
two versions of the object are transmitted to save the communication cost.
We do not address the issue of channel reservation [23] in this paper. We assume that the
system has a number of service channels available and that whenever a MH requests a service
channel for update propagation, the system is able to allocate one. When the broadcasting
mechanism is available, we assume there exists a relatively high-bandwidth broadcast channel
(compared with service channels) available for the server to broadcast invalidation reports
and/or data to all MHs. The QOR algorithm will use the service channel allocated to it upon
reconnection for update propagation, while the INV and I + B algorithms will read data
from the broadcast channel in addition to using service channels allocated to them for update
propagation.Allotherresourcerequirementsarethesame.WeassumeeachMHcanvoluntarily
disconnectandreconnectatwill.Whengivenidentiﬁednetworkandworkloadconditions,each
MH has freedom to select the best update propagation algorithm in order to save its battery
power and communication cost.
While it is possible that optimization algorithms based on caching, transcoding and dif-
ferencing may be used by the server gateway to minimize the volume of data sent over the
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For the service channel, Tdiff is the average one-way communication cost of transmitting the
differences along a service channel and Tack is the average one-way communication cost of
transmitting a simple request, reply or acknowledgement along a service channel. These pa-
rameters can be estimated by knowing more speciﬁc parameter values of the wireless network
under consideration. Let sr be the average size of a simple acknowledgement/reply. Let so be
the average size of an object. Let pm be the average fraction of any object being modiﬁed.
Let Bd be the bandwidth of the broadcast channel used by the server to broadcast data and
invalidation reports. Let B be the bandwidth of the service channel used by the MH to prop-
agate updates to the server with Bd ≥ B. Assume that the communication time in the ﬁxed
network is relatively small compared with that in the wireless network. Then, Tdiff and Tack
can be estimated as
Tdiff =
pmso
B
(1)
Tack =
sr
B
(2)
From the MH’s perspective, Tdiff accounts for the time for transmitting the update request
that carries the version number of the original cached object and the differences between the
latest version and the original prefetched version; Tack accounts for the time for transmitting
a request from the MH to the server. From the server’s perspective, Tdiff accounts for the time
for transmitting the updates (differences of the rejected items) from the server to the MH, and
Tack accounts for the time for transmitting a reply from the server to the MH.
2.2. QUERY ON RECONNECTION ALGORITHM
In this algorithm we assume that when the MH reconnects to the server, it enters into the
reintegration phase during which it propagates all staging updates performed during the dis-
connection phase in a batch mode to the server to resolve update conﬂicts. For each modiﬁed
object, the MH submits the differences between the original object prefetched from the server
andthelatestversionthatitmodiﬁes,aswellastheversionnumberassociatedwiththeoriginal
version,totheserver.TheservercheckstoseeiftheobjecthasbeenmodiﬁedduringtheMH’s
disconnection period by comparing the version number of the object it currently keeps with
the version number submitted to it by the MH. If they are the same, the server will accept the
update request and modiﬁes the object accordingly based on the differences received from the
MH; otherwise, the update request of the object is rejected.
If an update request is rejected, we assume that the MH will stay connected and will
issue a request to write lock the object to prevent others from accessing the object. After
the differences relative to the MH’s original version before updating are sent to the MH, the
MH will regenerate a new version. Then, the MH will apply an application-speciﬁc merge
algorithm such as the UNIX diff3 program to resolve the update differences. After the update
is done, the MH will propagate the changes to the server by means of differencing again and
will then release the write lock. It is assumed that the MH will stay on-line performing the
merge operation and update propagation in this algorithm, i.e., the case in which the MH locks
the page and then goes away will not occur. If the MH is forced to be disconnected because
of environment changes (e.g., due to roaming), we assume that the lock will be broken by the
server after a timeout period. This can be implemented by the server by attaching a timestamp
to the lock and releasing the lock after a timeout period expires. The MH upon reconnection232 I.-R. Chen et al.
will discover that it does not own the lock any more and will retry again by repeating part of
the update propagation algorithm.
2.3. INVALIDATION ONLY ALGORITHM
In this algorithm, the server periodically broadcasts an invalidation report. Each item of the
invalidation report consists of an ID and a timestamp. Let si be the size of an item in the
invalidation report. Let Ndb be the size of the database. The MH under this algorithm is
disconnected from the server and is reconnected to the server only at the beginning of each
broadcasting period to read the invalidation report before propagating updates. By comparing
the id of the item in the invalidation report and the id of the item in the cache, it knows what
items have been updated during the last invalidation period. The MH then propagates the
updates of those items that are still valid to the server. For the items that have been invalidated,
the MH sends a service request to the server. Upon receiving the request, the server will send
the differences in reply. The MH after receiving the differences is then disconnected during
which merge operations are performed in the background. This update propagation process
then is repeated in subsequent broadcast intervals until all items in the cache are propagated.
Let Trep be the time to read a data item in an invalidation report. Then,
Trep =
si
Bd
(3)
2.4. INVALIDATION PLUS BROADCAST ALGORITHM
In this algorithm the server periodically broadcasts an invalidation report followed by new
values of data items that have been updated in the last broadcast interval. The invalidation
report consists of entries of updated items each with an ID, a timestamp, and a pointer that
points to the new value. The MH under this algorithm again is disconnected from the server
and is reconnected to the server only at the beginning of each broadcasting period to read the
invalidation report, and if any data items yet propagated by the MH have been invalidated,
new values of invalid cached data items. Speciﬁcally, by reading the invalidation report, the
MH knows what cached items have been updated in the last invalidation interval. It then
uses the pointers to retrieve the new values of those data items. For those data items that
have been updated by the MH but are still valid, the MH propagates them to the server. For
those data items that have been invalidated, the MH retrieves the new values from the broad-
casting data. Then the MH is disconnected again during which new values are merged with
updated data items and write operations are allowed to be performed on the remaining data
items. The update propagation process then repeats in subsequent broadcasting intervals until
all items are updated and propagated. Let sb be the size of an item in the invalidation report.
Due to extra information, the size of sb is larger than the size of si in the INV algorithm. The
time to read an object in an invalidation report is estimated as:
Trep =
sb
Bd
(4)
Let Tread be the time to read a data item from broadcast. Then,
Tread =
so
Bd
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2.5. PERFORMANCE METRIC
The objective of the paper is to design and analyze update propagation algorithms for sup-
porting write operations in mobile client–server environments and to identify the condition
under which one algorithm can perform the best among all in terms of minimizing the total
time to propagate updates made to the cached data items by the MH to the server. As the
objective of update propagation algorithms is to minimize the communication cost and to save
the battery power of the mobile device, the primary metric of interest is the total tuning time
to propagate all updates from the MH to the server based on versioning and data broadcasting
mechanisms supported by the server. Speciﬁcally, the tuning time is the update propagation
time while the MH occupies a service channel. It represents the battery consumption time of
theMHand,lesstheprocessingtimeattheMH,alsoreﬂectsthecommunicationcost.Another
metric we are looking at is the total elapsed time taken for propagating updates. The elapsed
time is different from the tuning time in that it includes the time duration in which the MH is
disconnectedfromtheserverbeforeallupdatesarepropagated.Forreal-timeapplicationswith
a deadline to propagate updates from the MH to the server, the elapsed time is an important
metric.
The main goal of the update propagation algorithms developed in the paper is to minimize
the tuning time, thereby saving the wireless bandwidth and power consumption of the MH.
In the QOR algorithm, this is achieved by ﬁnding the longest disconnection period such that
the total communication cost for propagating updates at the reconnection time is minimized.
In the INV and I+B algorithms, this is achieved by having the MH disconnect and reconnect
in cycles to reload new values and propagate updates of cached data items such that the
total tuning time is minimized. For real-time applications with a deadline by which updates
must be propagated, the goal is to minimize the tuning time while satisfying the real-time
requirement such that the total elapsed time taken for update propagation is less than the
deadline.
Here we should emphasize that we intentionally exclude (from the communication time
metric above) certain costs that will always incur irrespective of when the MH is reconnected
to the server, e.g., the connection set-up time, the server processing time, etc. since adding
such cost terms to the cost objective function doesn’t affect the outcome of the analysis. Also,
while it is possible that the MH can employ heuristics to possibly make more intelligent
decisions about when it should reconnect to the server to adapt to resource changes (e.g.,
wireless bandwidth and server load changes), we will not consider this possibility in the
paper.
2.6. PARAMETER
Table 1 gives the notation of parameters considered in the paper. The parameter list consists
of three groups: (a) wireless mobile system parameters (B and Bd), (b) application parameters
(λi, λw
i , L, Lb, Ndb, N, so, sr, si, sb, pm, and Dm) and (c) computable parameters ( Tdiff,
Tack, Trep, Tread, ri, pi, and C). In particular, we note that all application parameters except
L and N (determined by the MH at runtime) can be supplied through statistical means from
the server to the MH prior to disconnection so as to allow the MH to compute C under
QOR, INV and I+Bt odetermine the best algorithm for update propagation of disconnected
writes.234 I.-R. Chen et al.
Table 1. Parameter list
B Bandwidth of a service channel
Bd Bandwidth of the broadcast channel
λi Update rate for an object i by the MH
λw
i Update rate for an object i by the world (including by the MH)
L Length of the disconnection period by the MH
Lb Length of the broadcast interval by the application
Ndb Size of the database
N Number of items prefetched by the MH
so Average size of a cached object
sr Average size of an acknowledgement or a reply
si Average size of an item in the invalidation report for Invalidation only algorithm
sb Average size of an item in the invalidation report for Invalidation plus Broadcast algorithm
pm Fraction of an object being modiﬁed by the MH
Dm Average time to execute a merge algorithm to resolve update conﬂicts
Tdiff Average one-way wireless communication time to propagate differences of two versions of an
object via a service channel
Tack Average one-way wireless communication time to send an Ack/reply via a service channel
Trep Average time to read a data item from the invalidation report
Tread Average time to read a broadcast data item
ri Probability that object i is updated by the server within a time period of L
pi Probability that object i is updated by the MH within a time period of L
C Total cost (tuning time) for propagating updates to the server upon reconnection
3. Algorithms and Cost Analysis
In this section, We model and analyze the QOR, INV and I + B algorithms. We ﬁrst derive
expressions for ri and pi as deﬁned in Table 1. Suppose that the length of the disconnection
period (for the QOR algorithm) or the broadcast interval (for the INV and I + B algorithms) is
L. Upon reconnection, the MH will attempt to propagate the update of a modiﬁed object. The
updaterequestwillbedenied,however,iftheserverhasmodiﬁedtheobjectduring L.Thus,ri,
the probability that an update request for object i is rejected by the server upon reconnection
after the MH has been disconnected for a period of L,i sg i v e nb y
ri = 1 − e−(λw
i −λi)L (6)
where we assume that updates to object i arrive at the system as a Poisson process, with rates
λi and λw
i by the MH and by the world, respectively.1
Since we are interested in estimating the cost of propagating updates to the server after
reconnection, we like to know the probability that an object has been modiﬁed by the MH at
the end of the disconnection phase. Suppose that the length of the disconnection phase (for the
QOR algorithm) or the broadcasting interval is L (for the INV and I + B algorithms) again.
1 Note that we don’t necessarily have to use the Poisson arrival assumption to model the server/client update
processes. It is used only to facilitate the estimation of ri and pi; other statistical means based on history or user
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Then, pi, the probability that object i is updated by the MH within a period of L,i ssimply
given by
pi = Prob{updatetime ≤ L}=1 − e−λiL (7)
3.1. QUERY ON RECONNECTION (QOR) ALGORITHM
IntheQORalgorithm,weconsiderthecaseinwhichtheMHprefetchesasetofobjectsbefore
disconnection, say, based on a prediction algorithm. All updates occurring before L are staged
and later propagated back to the server at time L relative to the beginning of the disconnection
phase. When the MH reconnects at time L, the server and the MH execute the QOR algorithm
to propagate updates in a batch mode in order to shorten the reconnection time. The MH stays
onlineuntilalldataitemsareupdatedandpropagated.Thus,thetuningtimeisthereconnection
time. The design goal of the QOR algorithm is to shorten the tuning time.
Figure 1 illustrates the steps taken to execute the algorithm:
1. The MH sends to the server a bit vector A (carrying 0 or 1 values) indicating which cached
objects have been updated by the MH, and also a value vector B (carring integer values)
indicating the original version numbers associated with the cached objects prefetched into
the MH before disconnection. This is done by sending a single message from the MH to
the server. The time needed for this step is Tack. Note that the server does not need to keep
track of which objects are cached at the MH since it only needs to examine vector A to
know what objects are cached at the MH (for those marked with bit 1), and vector B to
know their version numbers.
2. The server decides accepting or rejecting updates based on vectors A and B received from
the MH, and the current version numbers associated with the requested objects stored in
Figure 1. Steps taken by the query on reconnection algorithm.236 I.-R. Chen et al.
the server. It then sends a bit vector C indicating which objects can be accepted (for which
the value is 0) and which objects are to be rejected (for which the value is 1). Those objects
not updated by the MH have their corresponding values also marked with 1 in vector C.
The server also sends a separate version number vector D indicating the current version
numbers of the objects stored in the server. All the above information are embedded in a
single message sent from the server to the MH. The time for this step is also Tack.
3. Forthoseobjectsacceptedbytheserver,theserversetsawritelockonthemandwillcommit
to the updates as soon as it receives updates from the MH. For those objects not accepted
by the server, the server also locks those objects to prevent them from being updated by
other users in the system. Simultaneously, the server sends to the MH the differences of
those objects rejected by the server (because the server has updated those objects) and also
those objects that have not been updated by the MH but have been updated by the server.
The time for this step is
N  
i=1
riTdiff
because on average
 N
i=1ri objects (out of N) are updated by the server during [0, L], for
which the server must send the differences to the MH so that the MH can perform forced
updates on the newest version.
4. When the MH receives vectors C and D,i tknows immediately which objects are accepted
by the server. Those accepted objects (i.e., those updated by the MH but not updated by the
server during [0, L]) are then sent to the server by means of differencing. The time for this
step is
N  
i=1
pi (1 − ri)Tdiff
because on average
 N
i=1 pi(1−ri) objects are updated by the MH but not updated by the
server (thus are accepted by the server) during [0, L]. The server commits to the updates
immediately when it receives the differences.
5. The server sends an acknowledgement via the service channel to the MH after it receives
and processes the update propagation for those accepted objects. The time for this step is
Tack.
6. The MH then performs forced updates for those objects updated by the server, including
objects updated by both the MH and the server, and objects not updated by the MH but
updated by the server. Further, the MH also performs forced updates for those objects
not updated by either the MH or the server due to the forced update policy2 applying
to non-updated objects at time L.F or the former case, the MH will receive differences
from the server and a merge operation will be applied to resolve conﬂicts. For the latter
case, the MH will not receive differences from the server and a forced update will be
2 ManyapplicationsnecessitateforceupdateswhentheMHisreconnectedtotheserver,i.e.,theMHmustupdate
and propagate its updates to the server at an appropriate reconnection time so as not to miss the real-time deadline
requirements. This real-time requirement calls for a special handling protocol for those objects that have not been
updated by the MH at the time of reconnection and also mandates that the MH be reconnected to the server at an
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applied directly to the prefetched version. With the help of a conﬂict resolution tool/editor,
we assume that the time for the MH to inspect the differences (for the former case) and
adopt/edit changes is Dm on average for all cases. Thus, the total time for this step is given
by
N  
i=1
ri(Dm + Tdiff) +
N  
i=1
(1 − ri)(1 − pi)(Dm + Tdiff)
where the ﬁrst term accounts for the time taken to generate and propagate updates for
the former case (i.e., for those objects updated by the server during [0, L]) based on the
versions received from the server; the 2nd term accounts for the time taken to generate and
propagate updates for the latter case (i.e., for those objects not updated by either the MH
or the server during [0, L]).
7. The server sends an acknowledgement to the MH after it receives and processes the update
propagation for those objects being forcibly updated by the MH in the previous step. All
locks are also released in this step. The time for this step is Tack.
The total reconnection time to propagate updates of all cached objects is therefore equal
to the sum of all the individual times in steps (1) to (7) above, i.e.,
C
QOR
N = 3Tack + Tack +
N  
i=1
[riTdiff + pi(1 − ri)Tdiff + ri(Dm + Tdiff)
+(1 − ri)(1 − pi)(Dm + Tdiff)]. (8)
3.2. INVALIDATION ONLY (INV) ALGORITHM
Here we also consider the case in which the MH prefetches a set of cached objects before
disconnection.However,inthiscasetheserverperiodicallybroadcastsaninvalidationreportto
theMH.TheMHneedstotuneinperiodicallytoreadtheinvalidationreportonacyclebycycle
basisuntilallupdatedcachedobjectsintheMHarepropagated.TheINValgorithmrequiresan
updatepropagationprocedure(describedbelow)tobeexecutedatthebeginningofeachbroad-
castcycle.TheMHdisconnectsrightaftertheprocedureisexecutedandthenreconnectstothe
serveratthebeginningofthenextbroadcastintervalifnecessary.Initially(intheﬁrstiteration),
thenumberofcacheditemstobeupdatedandpropagatedbytheMHisthenumberofprefetched
items N.Intheseconditeration,thesameprocedureisrepeated,exceptthattheMHonlyprop-
agatestheremainingitemsthathavenotbeenpropagatedintheﬁrstiteration,andsoon.Let Nj
be the remaining number of objects yet to be propagated by the MH to the server in iteration j
andletm bethetotalnumberofiterationsafterwhichall N itemseventuallywillbeupdatedand
propagated.
The number of items in the database being updated by the server within a broadcast cycle
Lb,r egardless of the number of iterations that have been performed, is given by
NL =
Ndb  
i=1
ri(Lb) (9)238 I.-R. Chen et al.
Figure 2. Steps taken by the INV algorithm during a broadcast interval.
The number of cached data items among Nj objects stored in the MH that have been updated
by the server during the last broadcast interval in iteration j is given by
NMH,j =
Nj  
i=1
ri(Lb) (10)
Therefore, the number of objects updated by the MH, but not by the server in iteration j is
given by
K j = max
 
0,
Nj  
i=1
pi(Lb) −
Nj  
i=1
ri(Lb)
 
(11)
Figure 2 illustrates the steps taken to execute the update propagation procedure during a
broadcast interval under the INV algorithm:
1. At the beginning of the broadcast interval, the MH tunes in to read the invalidation report.
The time for this step is TrepNL where Trep is the time to read an entry broadcast in the
invalidation report as given in Equation 3, and NL is the number of items updated by the
server in the last broadcast period as given in Equation 9. The MH must read all items in
the validation report to know if any of its cached data items is invalidated, although only a
subset of items are cached in the MH.
2. The MH compares the ids and timestamps in the invalidation report with the ids and
timestamps of its cached data items to determine what items have been invalidated. The
MH then propagates only those items that have been updated and are still valid back to the
server. The time for this step is TdiffK j where Tdiff is the time to send the differences of
an object from the MH to the server via the service channel and K j is the number of data
items updated by the MH in the last broadcast interval in iteration j,a sg iven in Equation
11. Note that in cases multiple MHs update the same item concurrently during a broadcast
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3. Upon receiving the propagation, the server sends an acknowledgement to the MH for those
objects accepted for update. The time for this step is Tack where Tack is the time for the
server to send an acknowledge to the MH via the service channel.
4. For the items that have been invalidated or rejected, the MH sends a request to the server.
The time for this step is Tack where Tack is the time for the MH to send a query to the server
via the service channel.
5. Upon receiving the request from the MH, the server sends back a reply in the form of
differences relative to the cached items stored in the MH to the MH. The time for this step
is TdiffNMH,j where Tdiff is the time to transmit differences of a data item from the server
to the MH via the service channel and NMH,j is the number of cached data items among
Nj items stored in the MH that have been updated by the server during the last broadcast
period in iteration j,a sg iven in Equation 10.
6. The MH sends an acknowledgement to the server. The time for this step is Tack.
The total tuning time under the INV algorithm to propagate updates of all cached objects
is equal to the sum of communication times required for all steps in all m iterations, viz.,
CINV
N =
m  
j=1
(TrepNL + TdiffK j + TdiffNMH,j + 3Tack) (12)
Thevalueofm canbeestimatedbydeﬁningaBernoullirandomvariable Xi foritemi such
that Xi is 1 if itemi is updated by the MH but not by the server in Lb and 0 otherwise. Then Xi
is a Bernoulli random variable with probability pi(1−ri). Therefore, the number of broadcast
periods required until item i is updated can be modeled by a Geometric random variable with
parameter pi(1 − ri)h a ving independent Bernoulli trials. The expected number of periods
required for item i to be updated and propagated by the MH is therefore 1/[pi(1−ri)]. Since
m is the number of periods after which all N items are updated and propagated by the MH,
the value of m is given by the maximum of 1/[pi(1 − ri)] for for i,1≤ i ≤ N, i.e.,
m = MAXN
i=1
1
pi(1 − ri)
(13)
3.3. INVALIDATION PLUS BROADCAST (I + B) ALGORITHM
Here we also deal with the case in which the MH prefetches a set of cached objects before
disconnection.ThedifferencesbetweenI+BandINVisthattheserverperiodicallybroadcasts
not only the invalidation report, but also the data items that were updated in the last broadcast
interval. The MH needs to tune in periodically to read the invalidation report. Then it uses the
pointers to tune in to read the data items.
Figure 3 illustrates the steps taken to execute the update propagation procedure during a
broadcast interval under the I + B algorithm:
1. At the beginning of the broadcast interval, the MH tunes in to read the invalidation report.
ThetimeforthisstepisTrepNL,whereTrep isthetimetoreadtheinvalidationreportasgiven
in Equation 4 and NL is the number of items updated by the server in the last broadcast
period as given in Equation 9.
2. Based on the ids and the timestamps, the MH determines the items that have been invali-
dated. The MH then tunes in to read the data items from the broadcast. The time for this
stepis TreadNMH,j where Tread isthetimetoreadthenewvalueofadataitembroadcastedas240 I.-R. Chen et al.
Figure 3. Steps taken by the I + B algorithm during a broadcast interval.
given in Equation 5, and NMH,j is the number of cached data items among Nj items stored
in the MH that have been updated by the server during the last broadcast period, as given
in Equation 10. This step is different from that in the INV algorithm in that the new data
items are directly retrieved from the data stream broadcast by the server. The difference
technique is not used here, however, because MHs have different copies of the same data
item and there are no common differences that can be applied to all MHs. Thus, in the
I + B algorithm, the MH must read an item’s new value in its entirety from the broadcast
data.
3. The MH then propagates the items that it has updated and that are still valid to the server.
The time for this step is TdiffK j,a si nstep 2 of the INV algorithm.
4. The server sends an acknowledgement to the MH. The time for this step is Tack,a si nstep 3
of the INV algorithm.
As in the INV algorithm, the above process is repeated until all cached items meant to be
updated by the MH are propagated. The MH disconnects after the above processing steps have
been executed and reconnects to the server at the beginning of the next broadcast interval.
Again, let Nj be the remaining number of items to be propagated by the MH to the server in
iteration j and let m be the total number of iterations after which all N items eventually are
updated and propagated as estimated by Equation 13. Then, the total tuning time under the
I+B algorithm to propagate updates of all cached objects is given by:
C
I+B
N =
m  
j=1
(TrepNL + TreadNMH,j + TdiffK j + Tack) (14)
4. Performance Analysis
In this section, we present numerical data obtained from applying Equations 8, 12 and 14 to
compare performances of the QOR, INV and I + B algorithms. We compute the tuning time
under QOR, C
QOR
N ,a safunction of the disconnection time period L through Equation 8. The
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update propagation is determined by computing C
QOR
N overarange of L values and identi-
fying the one that yields the smallest tuning time. The tuning time under INV is computed
by Equation 12 as a function of the broadcast interval Lb,i nvolving an iterative computa-
tional procedure with the number of iterations m required (as determined by Equation 13)
depending on the number of objects updated by the MH but not updated by the server in
iteration j as determined by Equation 11. Lastly, the tuning times under I + Bi scomputed by
Equation 14 as a function of the broadcast interval Lb,b yapplying a similar iterative compu-
tational procedure.
4.1. PARAMETERIZATION AND BASELINE SETTING
We classifymodelparametersintotwosets.Theﬁrstsetcontainsthoseparametersthatmoreor
lessassumeaconstantvalueregardlessoftheapplication,namely,si,sb,andsr.Thesecondset
contains those parameters that are changeable reﬂecting the characteristics of the environment
or application in question, namely, Ndb, N, so, pm, Dm, B, Bd and λ/λw.
We ﬁrst consider a baseline system reﬂecting a possible setting of the model parameters
in the second set for a real application. Then, recognizing that those parameters in the second
set will vary depending on the characteristics of a real application, we vary the values of some
of the parameters in the second set, such as the world update rate vs. mobile update rate, the
number of objects in the database, the bandwidth, etc. in Section 4.4 to analyze the sensitivity
of the results with respect to these key parameters.
Our baseline setting considers a server with a small database size of Ndb = 100 items for
which the mobile user prefetches N = 10 items before disconnection. The database size is
an important parameter for INV and I + B. If the database size is too large, then the tuning
time overhead for them to read the invalidation report (plus data in I + B) would be too
high particularly if the update rate of data items is high. Later we will analyze the effect of
a larger database size. Each data item is assumed to be 1024 bytes in length (so = 1024),
corresponding to a disk sector size for fast disk read/write. For the INV algorithm, the size
of each <id,timestamp> entry is 8 bytes (si = 8) in the invalidation report, while for
the I + B algorithm, the size of each <id, timestamp, pointer> entry is 12 bytes
(sb = 12) in the invalidation report since a pointer ﬁeld is required to point to its updated
value in the broadcast data. The size of a reply/ack is 8 bytes (sr = 8). We also consider on
average a fraction of 0.3 of each data item would be updated by the mobile user (pm = 0.3).
The broadcast channel is considered to be substantially larger in capacity than the service
channel. We consider the case in which B = 9.6 kbps and Bd = 56 kbps. For the QOR
algorithm, the mobile user will stay online until all items are updated and propagated after
reconnection. We assume that the merging/update time Dm = 10 s. Finally, we consider the
caseinwhichtheratiooftheworldupdateratetothemobileuserupdaterateforeachdataitem
is λ/λw = 0.55, with the absolute value of λw varying in the range of 1–10 updates/h. This
settingreﬂectsanapplicationforwhichtheMH’supdaterateis55%oftheoverallworldupdate
rate.
4.2. TUNING TIME COMPONENTS
We ﬁrstbreakupthetotaltuningtimeintoitsconstituentcomponentstogainsomeinsightinto
which component dominates the tuning time. For the QOR algorithm, the total tuning time is242 I.-R. Chen et al.
equal to the update propagation time after reconnection because the MH stays online once it
is reconnected to the server until all its updated data items are propagated.
For the INV algorithm, the tuning time consists of three components: (a) reading invali-
dation reports; (b) update propagation (for transmitting differences of updated yet valid items
from the MH to the server); (c) on-demand data retrieval (including the time for the MH
to send requests via the service channel to the server for retrieving new values of updated
data items in the last broadcast interval and the time for the server to send differences to the
MH for the new values requested). For the I + B algorithm the tuning time consists of three
components: (a) reading invalidation reports; (b) update propagation; (c) reading broadcast
data.
Figures 4 and 5 show the tuning time components for the INV and I + B algorithms,
respectively. Here, we vary the value of the broadcast interval Lb from 50 to 3600 s to see its
effect on the tuning time components. The X-coordinate is the broadcast interval in seconds
and the Y-coordinate is the tuning time. Figures 4 and 5 show that the “update propagation”
component is insensitive to the broadcast interval Lb because the total time required to propa-
gate N data items from the MH to the server via the service channel by means of differencing
remains constant regardless of the magnitude of the broadcast interval and the number of
iterations required to eventually propagate all N items. The “reading invalidation reports”
component decreases as the broadcast interval increases, because the process of propagating
updates takes several iterations to complete so the amortized cost for reading invalidation
reports decreases when the broadcast interval increases. For the I + B algorithm (in Figure 5),
the time to read broadcast data increases as the broadcast interval increases because more
data items will be updated by the server when the interval is large and the probability that
cached objects stored at the MH will be invalidated by the server increases as the interval
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Figure 5. Three components of the tuning time for the I + B algorithm.
increases, in which case the MH must spend more time to read new values from the broadcast
data.
4.3. TUNING TIME COMPARISON IN THE BASELINE SYSTEM
In Figure 6 we compare QOR, INV and I + B operating under the baseline setting of pa-
rameter values given earlier. Again the X-coordinate is the broadcast interval in seconds and
the Y-coordinate is the total tuning time. Since the QOR algorithm is insensitive to the vari-
ation of the broadcasting interval, we only show its tuning time (i.e., update propagation
time) at the optimizing reconnection time point such that the reconnection time interval is
minimized.
TheoptimizingreconnectiontimepointunderQORcanbeobtainedbyvaryingthevalueof
L basedonEquation8andidentifyingthebest L valuethatminimizesthetuningtime.Figure7
showsanexampleofthisoptimalreconnectiontimeforminimizingthetuningtimeunderQOR
as a function of λ/λw.W eobserve that as the MH’s update rate λ varies from 0.2λw (the top
curve) to λw (the bottom curve), the curves get deeper. This means that when the MH’s update
rateisclosertotheworldupdaterate,theMHcansavemoretuningtimebypropagatingupdates
at the optimal disconnection time point L.A tthe extreme case in which λ equals λw such
that cached data objects are updated only by the MH, the optimal disconnection period equals
inﬁnity.Inthisspecialcase,theMHcanconnecttothesystematatimepoint(say3600asshown
inFigure7)atwhichthetuningtimeisveryneartotheoptimalvaluesothattheelapsedtimeis
not excessively long. We also observe that the optimal disconnection point shifts toward right
as we go from the top curve to the bottom curve. This indicates that the optimal reconnection
time point for minimizing the tuning time is shorter when the MH’s update rate is far below244 I.-R. Chen et al.
Figure 6. Comparing the tuning time of QOR, INV and I + B algorithms.
Figure 7. Optimal reconnection time point under QOR at various λ/λw ratios.Update Propagation Algorithms for Supporting Disconnected 245
the world update rate, and it is longer when the MH’s update rate is close to the world update
rate.
For the INV and I + B algorithms, we observe from Figure 6 that there exists a broadcast
interval Lb at which the tuning time is minimized. This is due to the fact that (a) when Lb is
small, the tuning time for reading invalidation reports (for both the INV and I + B algorithms)
is excessive because of the high broadcasting frequency; (b) when Lb is large, most cached
dataitemsstoredintheMHhavebeenupdatedinthelastbroadcastinterval.FortheINValgo-
rithm,large Lb resultsinanincreaseofthe“on-demanddataretrieval”tuningtimecomponent.
For the I + B algorithm, it results in an increase of the “reading broadcast data” tuning time
component.Consequently,thereexistsanintermediate Lb valueunderwhichthetuningtimeis
minimized.
Under the set of parameter values given, we observe that both the INV and I + B algo-
rithms perform better than the QOR algorithm. We also observe there is a crossover point
in the broadcast interval over which I + B performs better than INV. The crossover point
occurs because when Lb is small, there is a high probability that the cached data items up-
dated by the MH have not been updated by the server. In this case the INV algorithm will
perform better than the I + B algorithm as there won’t be too many on-demand data re-
trieval requests sent to the server using the relatively low-bandwidth service channel, i.e.,
the “on-demand data retrieval” tuning time for the INV algorithm is less than the “reading
broadcast data” tuning time for the I + B algorithm. When Lb is sufﬁciently large, how-
ever, many cached items stored in the MH with a high probability may be updated by the
server, so the MH needs to send more on-demand requests to the server to retrieve updated
data. In this case the I + B algorithm is favored over the INV algorithm since in I + B, up-
dated data are broadcast directly by the server from which the MH can read directly by using
the pointers embedded in the invalidation report. This results in the existence of a crossover
point in the broadcast interval after which the I + B algorithm performs better than the INV
algorithm.
4.4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In the following subsections, we analyze the sensitivity of results with respect to key system
parameters. Under the baseline setting, we see that INV and I + B perform better than QOR.
However, this observation is not universally true. Below we identify and analyze important
model parameters that impact the performance of update propagation algorithms in wireless
mobile system with broadcasting capability.
4.4.1. Effect of Broadcast Channel Bandwidth on Tuning Time
InFigure8,welowerthebroadcastchannelbandwidthwhilekeepingallotherparameterswith
the same values. We observe that when the broadcast channel bandwidth is low at 19.2 kbps
(compared with the service channel bandwidth ﬁxed at 9.6 kbps), the QOR algorithm can
perform better than both the INV and I + B algorithms, especially when the broadcast interval
Lb is either sufﬁciently small or large. This is attributed to the fact that the tuning time for
reading the invalidation report (in INV and I + B) and broadcast data (in I + B) increases
as the broadcast channel bandwidth decreases. When Lb is sufﬁciently small, the tuning time
of both the INV and I + B algorithms is high because of the high frequency of reading the
invalidation reports and data, so the QOR algorithm performs the best. As Lb increases, the246 I.-R. Chen et al.
Figure 8.T uning time at low broadcast bandwidth (19.2 kbps).
tuning time reaches its minimum for either the INV or I + B algorithm, at which point the
QOR algorithm is worse than either the INV or I + B algorithm. When Lb is sufﬁciently
large, the tuning time of both the INV and I + B algorithms becomes high again, at which
point the QOR algorithm performs the best again. Figure 6 (in which Bd = 56 kbps) and
Figure 8 (in which Bd = 19.2 kbps) together show that the broadcast channel bandwidth can
greatly affect the relative performance level of the QOR algorithm compared with the INV
and I + B algorithms. Speciﬁcally, the broadcast channel bandwidth can determine if QOR
should be used instead of INV or I + Bt opropagate updates by the MH even if the system is
broadcasting-enabled.
4.4.2. Effect of λ/λw Ratio on Tuning Time
Figure 9 compares the performances of the QOR, INV and I + B algorithms when the λ/λw
ratio per data item is increased from 0.55 (as shown in Figure 6) to 0.7, while keeping all other
parameters the same. Here we observe both the INV and I + B algorithms will beneﬁt more
from the increase of the λ/λw ratio, because there are fewer update conﬂicts between the MH
and server and thus fewer cycles will be required for the MH to propagate all N objects to the
server. This largely reduces the tuning time to read the invalidation reports (for both INV and
I + B) and broadcast data (for I + B).
Comparing Figure 6 with Figure 9, we also see that a high λ/λw ratio especially favors the
I + B algorithm over the INV algorithm since in Figure 9, the I + B algorithm is at least as
good as the INV algorithm even if the broadcast interval Lb is small. This is because when λ
(the MH update rate on a single item) is high compared with λw (the server update rate on a
single item) and Lb is small, the MH under either INV or I + B can successfully propagate
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Figure 9.T uning time at high λ/λw ratio.
result, the difference between the “on-demand data retrieval” cost in INV and the “reading
broadcast data” cost in I + Bi sn e gligible. As Lb becomes larger, many cached items stored
in the MH will be updated, so the INV algorithm will incur a higher tuning time to send
on-demand data retrieval requests through the low-bandwidth service channel, resulting in its
performance being worse than the I + B algorithm.
4.4.3. Effect of the World Update Rates λw
Figure 10 compares the performances of the QOR, INV and I + B algorithms when the
absolute value of the world update rate per data item is increased from 1–10 updates/h (as
shown in Figure 6) to 10–100 updates/h, while keeping all other parameters the same. Figure
10 correlates well with other results presented earlier in two ways. First, as the update rate
increases, many cached items stored in the MH may be updated by the server, so the INV
algorithm is compared unfavorably with the I + B algorithm because of the high tuning time
to use the service channel to request for updated items from the server. Second, as the update
rateincreases,thereisalargeoverheadtoreadinvalidationreportsforbothINVandI + Band
to read broadcast data for I + B, so the QOR algorithm may outperform these two broadcast-
based update propagation algorithms. Figure 10 suggests that under the condition that the
world update rate of data items is high, if Lb is small then use the I + B algorithm; otherwise,
use the QOR algorithm to propagate updates.
4.4.4. Effect of Database Size Ndb
In Figure 11, we change the database size from 100 (as shown in Figure 6) to 1000 data
items. We observe that when the database size is sufﬁciently large, the QOR algorithm
performs better than both the INV and I + B algorithms because of a high overhead of248 I.-R. Chen et al.
Figure 10.T uning time at high world update rate.
Figure 11.T uning time at large database size.
reading the invalidation report and broadcast data for the latter two algorithms. We also
observe that between INV and I + B, the INV algorithm in this case performs slightly
better than the I + B algorithm when Lb is small due to smaller invalidation reports in
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Figure 12. Comparing elapsed time of QOR, INV and I + Ba thigh world update rate.
4.5. ELAPSED TIME ANALYSIS FOR REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS
For real-time applications, the actual elapsed time required for the MH to propagate updates
to the server in the face of possible update conﬂicts may become a more important metric than
the tuning time. Since both the INV and I + B algorithms require multiple cycles to propagate
updates, the elapsed time depends on the length of the broadcast interval. Consequently, they
may not be suited for real-time applications. For the QOR algorithm, the elapsed time is the
sum of the reconnection time interval L and the time to stay online to propagate updates.
For INV and I + B, the elapsed time is the total duration (including the waiting time for m
broadcast cycles) to propagate all updates.
All the elapsed time vs. Lb graphs can be obtained in the same way as the tuning time vs.
Lb graphs reported earlier. Here we illustrate the tradeoff between tuning time and elapsed
time by Figure 12 in which we compare the elapsed time required by the QOR, INV and I + B
algorithms to propagate updates in the baseline system with the world update rate in the range
of 10–100 updates/h, corresponding to the tuning time vs. Lb graph shown in Figure 10.
We see that the QOR algorithm has the smallest elapsed time among all. The elapsed time
of the INV algorithm is virtually the same as that of the I + B algorithm due to the fact that the
same number of iterations is required by both algorithms to complete the update propagation
from the MH to the server. In particular, Figure 12 shows that the elapsed time for the INV
and I + B algorithms can become very large when Lb is sufﬁciently large. The reason is that
many cached items stored in the MH would be updated by the server during the last broadcast
period especially when the world update date is high, thus resulting in many iterations being
required by the INV and I + B algorithms to eventually propagate all updates made by the
MH and, consequently, resulting in a very high elapsed time.
For applications with a real time deadline tR by which updates of cached items must be
propagated back to the server, we would like to minimize the tuning time while satisfying250 I.-R. Chen et al.
the real-time constraint. Figure 12 also illustrates a case in which tR is 7200 s (or 2 h) for
which QOR under the optimizing L,a swell as INV or I + B under a Lb period in the
range of (100, 3000) s, can satisfy the imposed real-time constraint. We make use of the
corresponding tuning time data for the system in the same setting shown in Figure 10 to select
one algorithm that would minimize the tuning time while satisfying the real-time constraint
as follows. If Lb is in the range of (100, 2100) and the server broadcasts changed data objects
in addition to invalidation reports, then the MH would choose I + B over INV and QOR
because in this range I + B provides the smallest tuning time among all (see Figure 10) while
satisfying the real-time constraint (see Figure 12); if the server only broadcasts invalidation
reports, then the MH would choose INV over QOR. If Lb is in the range of (2100, 3000)
then the MH would choose QOR over INV and I + B because in this range QOR provides
the smallest tuning time among all. Finally, if Lb is not in the range of (100, 3000) the
only choice is QOR since it is the only algorithm among all that can satisfy the real-time
constraint tR.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
Inthispaper,wedevelopedthreeupdatepropagationalgorithms,namely,QOR,INVandI + B,
for supporting disconnected operations in mobile wireless systems with data broadcasting
capability. We analyzed their performances in terms of the tuning time needed to propagate
updates, including the time needed to detect and resolve conﬂict if it happens.
Our analysis results showed that for the QOR there exists an optimal disconnection time
point, and for INV and I + B there exists a broadcast interval under which the tuning time
of the MH to propagate all updated items to the server is minimized. We observed that the
I + B algorithm can perform better than the QOR and INV algorithms over a wide range of
parameter values, although the INV algorithm can perform better than the I + B algorithm
whenthebroadcastintervalissmallandthebroadcastchannelbandwidthissmall.Inparticular,
when the broadcast channel bandwidth is small, the INV consistently outperforms the I + B
algorithm due to the use of differencing techniques. The QOR algorithm is observed to be
worse than the INV and I + B algorithms except when the database size is large as there is
no overhead for reading large invalidation reports. Nevertheless, there exist conditions under
which the QOR algorithm performs better than the INV and I + B algorithms, especially
when the update rate is high, or the broadcast channel bandwidth is low. The crossover point
depends on the the values of model parameters identiﬁed in the paper. Overall, there is no
single algorithm that is always the best among all in terms of minimizing the tuning time.
The analysis performed in the paper allows the MH to select the best update propagation
algorithm to apply to minimize the tuning time when given a set of parameter values by the
server characterizing the operating conditions.
Finally, we note that for real-time applications where the elapsed time metric is considered
important, the QOR algorithm in general is observed to be the best algorithm since it does not
propagate updates in cycles as in the INV and I + B algorithms. Thus, it is able to complete
the propagation of updates within the smallest possible elapsed-time period. We also observe
that there exists a tradeoff between tuning time and elapsed time in INV and I + B. By making
use of the tuning time vs. Lb and the elapsed time vs. Lb analysis results for QOR, INV and
I + B, one could select the best algorithm that can minimize the tuning time while satisfying
a real-time deadline constraint.Update Propagation Algorithms for Supporting Disconnected 251
There are some possible future research directions extended from this work, including
(a) extending the analysis to the case where the invalidation report may contain information
regardingrecentlyupdateddataitemsinthelastwreportintervals;(b)analyzingthetotaltuning
time in situations where a MH may not be able to get a service channel when it reconnects
to the server; (c) aggressively determining the best server broadcast interval applying to a
large number of MHs for supporting disconnected write operations such that the cumulative
tuning times from all MHs to propagate their updates is minimized; and (d) applying similar
modeling methods to analyze performances of update propagation algorithms for supporting
disconnected transactions in mobile wireless system with or without data broadcasting.
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